Does your organization or company have a challenging case waiting to be solved? Have a group of talented computer scientists look at it!

Young computer science researchers work together to find original solutions to challenging problems during a 5-day workshop. Submit your company case to be reviewed now!

GOALS OF THE WORKSHOP
• Obtain concrete and practical solutions and find new creative approaches to industrial problems
• Strengthen interaction between industry and science
• Provide network opportunities where industry and science meet

SELECTION CRITERIA CASES
• Your case is scientifically challenging and raises concrete questions in the (broad) field of computer science
• A (partial) solution can be realised in a week of hard work
• Your company actively participates in the workshop

DEADLINE COMPANY CASES
21 June 2024

CONTACT
For any questions please contact: ictwithindustry@nwo.nl

www.lorentzcenter.nl/ictwi2025  www.nwo.nl/ictwi2025